


Dear Parents

Greetings!

Summer is in the air!!

As we approach the summer vacation, it is an opportune time to reflect on the

importance of utilizing this period to maximize our potential for personal growth and

development. The summer holidays provide a chance for children to explore and indulge

in various activities that contribute to their holistic development. This is a golden period

for family reunions, to reiterate family ties and cheer for the three Rs - Rejuvenation,

Relaxation, and Re-bonding.

The school is organizing an exciting and fun-filled Summer Camp from 22nd May to

28 th May, 2023. It will provide a platform to all students to pursue their interests

and develop new skills. Do make your wards attend the camp and learn a wide

range of activities.

Balancing fun and work is crucial to leading a fulfilling life, and the summer vacation

provides an ideal opportunity for students to relax and enjoy leisure activities. While we

encourage children to engage in fun activities, it is equally essential to keep them

productively occupied with academic work and activities. Holiday homework provides the

perfect opportunity to keep their intellectual mind active, and it helps develop vital skills

such as independent research, enhancing knowledge, etc. Parents play a significant role

in encouraging children to do their holiday tasks, and they are expected to render their

whole-hearted support to their kids in

completing their homework. To help children balance their eagerness in pursuing

adventure, creativity, and self- expression with the development of responsibility, here

are some tips that parents can Follow:

Spend quality time with your child.

Teach the importance of moral values in life.

Encourage reading good books.

Help your child in shouldering responsibilities in household chores.

Talk respectfully with the child and encourage them to do the same.

Encourage your child to take up yoga or any other form of healthy activity during the

vacation.

Allow them to complete homework on their own under your guidance.

Finally, we would like to emphasize the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle by

engaging in daily exercise, eating healthy, avoiding junk food and increasing the intake

of fresh fruits and water to keep oneself well hydrated and energetic.

We wish you all a safe and productive summer vacation filled with laughter and fond

memories!

Regards

GIS Team



GANGA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, HIRAN KUDNA
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2023-24)

CLASS IX

ENGLISH

1. Movies can prove to be the best source of entertainment as well as learning.
Watch any one of the following motivational movie based on cooperation and create
your own album.
a. Pride and Prejudice(2005) b. Good will Hunting (1998)
C. The Great Debaters (2007) d. Dead Poet's Society(1989)
• How to do - Include
i. A beautiful cover page
ii. Index ( Topic and Page Number)
iii. Main character and his struggle
iv. Motivational dialogues from the movie (Minimum 5 dialogues)
v. Message learnt
vi. Interesting 10 new words learnt from the movie and their synonyms.
2. Make a colorful file of the following Poets.
● Robert Frost
● Subramanian Bharti
● Coates Kinney
● William Buttler
● Phoebe Cary
● William Wordsworth
Must Include the following points -
Picture? When and where born ? Alma mater? Writing Style? Famous Works?
Achievements?
3. Collect any five news items on the given issues. Paste them in a scrapbook and
comment on any two in 120-150 words.
The given roll no.’s will work on the following topic.
1. Environmental issues (Roll No. 1-10)
2. Technological developments (Roll No. 11-20)
3. Women centric issues (Roll No. 21-30)

HINDI



FRENCH

v Le Premier ministre de l’Inde Narendra Modi sera l'invité d'honneur du défilé militaire
de la fête nationale française du 14 juillet. En savoir plus et préparez une fiche.
v Créez un arbre généalogique de votre famille avec des photos.
v Préparez un PPT sur une ville française. (environ 10 diapos)

MATHEMATICS

1. Make an illustrative project file for the following:
(i) Search for 10 new mathematical symbols from the internet, books, magazines etc.

2. Make a formula diary from NCERT Text Book.
3. Pie is rational or irrational. Explain.
4. Make a portfolio by showing your academic and personal achievements, goal of your life or
where you want to see yourself after 20 years academically or socially.
5. I travelled 432 km in 48 l of petrol in my car. I have to go by my car to a place which is 180 km
away. How much petrol do I need?
6. The moon is about 3,84,000 km from the earth. And its path around the earth is nearly circular.
Find the speed at which it orbits the earth assuming that it orbits the earth in 24 hours. Use pie
equal to 3.14.
7. A family pays Rs.1000 for electricity on an average in those months in which it does not use a
water heater. In the months in which it uses a water heater the average electricity bill is rupees
1240. The cost of using the water heater is rupee 8:00 per hour. Find the average number of
hours the water heater is used in a day.

SCIENCE

1. What to do:
Prepare a presentation on the following:Animal Tissues (Odd Roll Nos.) Plant Tissues (Even Roll
Nos.)
How to do: Powerpoint presentation
How to submit : In soft copy on the mail ID: tgtscience1@gangainternationalschool.com
2. List and tabulate various activities from daily life where effect of force is applicable. Support
your work with suitable pics and photographs.
3. Make ball and stick models to show the differences between molecules of an element and
compounds.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

1.This Assignment is to familiarize us with your locality, be it a small market near your place,
your favourite place, any museum, or your favourite book stall or Library. Create a short
documentary about 10 - 12 minutes and introduce us to your world. (by using app Google street
view)
2.Prepare a project file on ‘Disaster Management.’
3.Write a character sketch on famous Political leaders on A3 size sheets.
4.Make a chart on A3 size sheet of all the major symbols used in the ‘French Revolution’.



5.Revise and learn all the chapters covered so far.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

1. Design a pamphlet in MS Word on a newly started coaching center in which write a suitable
name of a coaching center, a quote related to education, classes and subjects of the coaching
center, silent features of the coaching center, timings, date of start, name, contact details and
image of concern with education at right top corner of the pamphlet.

2. Make a poster on " Cloud Computing" on A3 sheet.
3. Make a ppt on 5 Major Indian IT companies (TCS, Infosys, HCL, Wipro, Tech Mahindra) in which

write about their founder, current CEO, logo, slogan, brief history, other fields in which
company deals, current total strength in the company, net worth of the company and rank of
the company.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

1. Make a movie on the topic “AI and Robotics” through any movie editing software. Note:
Maximum time duration of the movie is 5 minutes.
Try to add narration in your own voice.
2. Make a good quality colored chart (most preferably 3D charts) on any one of the following
topics:

● History and Timeline of AI.
● World’s Top 5 Robots, their manufacturer company and other important details.
● Latest discoveries in AI and Robotics.
● AI one step ahead-Futuristic version.

3. Design an online presentation on the topic “Career in AI and Robotics” field, various jobs,
perks and responsibilities. Share the link.


